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2 Introduction

Vehicular ad hoc networks have received a lot of attention in recent years. This attention is due to two rea-
sons. First and foremost, there are a number of real-life applications thatbecome possible in the presence of
such an ad-hoc infrastructure. Examples include increasing road safety by reducing the number of accidents
as well as reducing their impact in case of non-avoidable accidents, improving local traffic ow and efficiency
of road traffic, and offering comfort and business applications to driver and passengers. Second, it is now
technically possible to build such a network. Recent developments in radios,coupled with signicant research
work in the area of mobile ad-hoc networks, make it likely to build such applications within five to ten years.

While there has been significant effort to define applications, see for example, the Car to Car Communi-
cation Consortium [1], the Vehicle Safety communications Project of the Department of Transportation [4],
and the PReVENT project [5], there are still some hard technical challenges that need to be resolved. Perhaps
the hardest of them all is how to achieve communication in an environment where network nodes (vehicles)
move so fast that the very concept of a wireless link between two nodes is meaningless for time scales larger
than a few seconds, and where the density of the nodes can vary drastically in space and time, making the
network intermittently connected. The fast mobility renders any proactive routing protocols, that establish
end-to-end paths between sources and destinations, useless. The intermittent connectivity renders reactive
protocols, that establish end-to-end paths upon demand, non-applicableeither.

To address this challenge, we propose using a new approach of routingthat is tailored to the needs
of vehicular ad hoc networks and is termed as mobility-assisted routing. Mobility-assisted routing departs
drastically from the traditional view of networking: When a node (moving vehicle or a static roadside station)
wants to send a message to one or more nodes (vehicles), it may transmit a number of copies of the message
to one or more distinct relay nodes. Each relay will carry the message further, and may transmit it to a new,
better relay or directly to a destination.

The first routing protocol of that type that comes to mind is flooding, according to which whenever
two vehicles are within range, they exchange all messages that they dont have in common [41]. The main
argument for such an approach is that while flooding clearly wastes some network resources, the majority of
VANET applications require the messages to reach a large number of vehicles anyway. Further, since the
network can be disconnected, sending the data to everybody should reduce delivery delays. However, recent
studies have shown that flooding creates so much contention for the wireless channel, that its performance
is, in practice, quite bad. There have a been a number of attempts to alleviate thisproblem. In [33] the authors
examine a number of different schemes to suppress redundant transmissions after a message has been deliv-
ered by flooding. In [40, 43] a message is forwarded to another node with some probability smaller than one,
i.e. data is gossiped instead of flooded. In [14, 27–29] simple methods to takeadvantage of the history of past
encounters are implemented in order to make fewer and more informed forwarding decisions than flooding. Fi-
nally, it has also been proposed that ideas from network coding could beuseful to reduce the number of bytes trans-
mitted by flooding [42]. Although all these schemes, if carefully tuned, can improve to an extent the performance
of flooding, they are still flooding-based in nature, and thus often exhibitthe same shortcomings as flooding [38,
39].

We propose a different approach than flooding that signicantly reduces its overhead, while achieving
good performance. The idea is to distribute only a bounded number of copies to a number of relay-vehicles,
each of which can then deliver it to the destination or to a new, better relay-vehicle. We refer to these schemes
as spraying-based schemes. Spraying schemes keep the number of transmissions small while exploiting the
speed of flooding.

To design the optimal spraying scheme, we address the following important questions:

(i) How many copies should a scheme spray:We analyze how to choose the number of copies sprayed
by a scheme to achieve a given delay. We derive analytical expressionsexpressing the expected delay
in terms of the network parameters, and discuss how to solve for the number of copies. In vehicular
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networks, most of the times its not possible to know the network parameters like the number of cars
on the highway. So we also describe an online algorithm to estimate the network parameters. Finally,
to show that spraying schemes scale, we show that as the number of nodesin the network increases,
the percentage of nodes that need to become relays in spraying schemes,in order to achieve the same
relative performance, is actually decreasing.

(ii) How to route each copy:Once the copies have been sprayed, how does each relay route this copy
towards the destination. We propose the use of the single-copy utility-basedscheme from [37] for
this purpose. Each node maintains a timer for every other node in the network, which records the
time elapsed since the two nodes last encountered each other. These timers are similar to theage of
last encounterin [17], and are useful, because they contain indirect (relative) location information.
We show that using these timers or other similar utility functions to route each copyleads to significant
performance improvement in the context of vehicular networks. We also discuss how to modify the
utility functions to incorporate the presence of roadside stations which havebeen installed specifically
to help delivery in vehicular networks.

(iii) How to distribute copies: The choice of spraying method directly affects the expected delay of
spraying phase. Further, this delay is independent of the particular single-copy routing scheme that is
used to route each copy in the second phase. We first show that if node movements are independent
and identically distributed (IID), then allowing each relay to give away half of its copies till it has only
one remaining is the optimal strategy. We label this strategy binary spraying. We then show that if node
movements are not IID, but instead, each node has an utility associated foreach destination, then if this
utility function is also used to route each copy through a single copy utility-based scheme, then binary
spraying still remains the optimal strategy.

Up till now, we ignore contention in the analysis. Incorporating wireless contention complicates the
analysis significantly. This is because contention manifests itself in a number ofways, including (i) finite
bandwidth which limits the number of packets two nodes can exchange while theyare within range, (ii)
scheduling of transmissions between nearby nodes which is needed to avoid excessive interference, and (iii)
interference from transmissions outside the scheduling area, which may besignificant due to multipath fad-
ing [8]. To analyze how do the answers to the previous three questions change if we incorporate contention,
we first propose a general framework to incorporate contention in the performance analysis of mobility-
assisted routing schemes for ICMNs while keeping the analysis tractable. Wethen use this framework to
derive delay expressions for spraying schemes and use these expressions to understand whether and how do
our previous results change?

Our objective is to design highly efficient routing schemes for vehicular adhoc networks (VANETs),
that are tailored to supporting real-life safety-related applications. Hence, we want to understand how the
proposed routing algorithms work with realistic vehicle mobility. To accomplish this goal, we first propose
a new mobility model which captures the essential characteristics of human-driven mobility. The proposed
model is atime-variant community mobility model, and is referred to as the TVC model. Using empirical
traces, we first show that the TVC model captures the statistics observed invehicular traces. Then we
derive delay expressions for spraying based schemes for a specificinstantiation of the proposed mobility
model. Finally, we use these expressions to show that spraying schemes achieve very good performance
with realistic vehicle mobility too.

We also propose a new protocol to enable one-to-many communication while suppressing duplicate
transmissions. Finally, we use showcase applications to demonstrate the applicability and efficacy of the
proposed protocols. The end-result of this work is a library of protocols, which we label spraying schemes,
which offer a reliable and efficient method of routing messages between vehicles and between vehicles and
roadside stations, and support a wide range of safety applications.
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3 Optimal Design of Spraying Scheme

In this section, we discuss the problem of efficient routing in vehicular networks, and describe our proposed
solution, Spray routing. Our problem setup consists of a number of nodes(vehicles) moving inside a bounded
area (city) according to a stochastic mobility model. Additionally, we assume that the network is discon-
nected at most times, and that transmissions are faster than node movement (i.e. it takes less time to transmit
a messagex meters far - ignoring queueing delay - than to carry it for the same distance)1).

Our study of single-copy routing algorithms [37] showed that using only one copy per message is often
not enough to deliver a message with high reliability and relatively small delay ina vehicular network. On the
other hand, routing too many copies in parallel, as in the case of flooding-based schemes (e.g. epidemic rout-
ing or gossiping), can often have disastrous effects on performance [26]. The total transmissions performed
by epidemic routing are orders of magnitude higher than those performed byan optimal scheme. So, under
low traffic loads epidemic routing achieves close to optimal delays, but as the traffic input increases it begins
to suffer severely from contention and its delay very quickly increases.

Based on these observations, we have identified the following desirable design goals for a routing proto-
col in vehicular networks. Specifically, an efficient routing protocol in this context should:

• perform significantly fewer transmissions than flooding-based routing schemes, under all conditions.

• generate low contention, especially under high traffic loads.

• deliver a message faster than existing single and multi-copy schemes, and exhibit close to optimal
delays.

• deliver the majority of the messages generated;

Additionally, we would like this protocol to also be:

• highly scalable, that is, maintain the above performance behavior despite changes in car density.

• simple, and require as little knowledge about the network as possible, in order to facilitate its imple-
mentation.

3.1 Spray and Wait

Since too many transmissions are detrimental on performance, especially as the network size increases, the
proposed protocol,Spray and Wait, distributes only a small number of copies each to a different relay. Each
copy is then “carried” all the way to the destination by the designated relay.

Binary Spray and Wait Binary Spray and Wait routing consists of the following two phases:

• spray phase: for every message originating at a source node,L message copies are initially spread to
L distinct relays. The source of a message initially starts withL copies; any nodeA that hasn > 1
message copies (source or relay), and encounters another nodeB (with no copies), it hands over toB
⌊n/2⌋ of its copies and keeps⌈n/2⌉ for itself; when it is left with only one copy, it switches to the wait
phase.

• wait phase: if the destination is not found in the spraying phase, each of theL nodes carrying a mes-
sage copy performs “Direct Transmission” [37] (i.e. will forward the message only to its destination).

1This is reasonable assumption with modern wireless devices. Assume, for example, that a node has a range of100m and a radio
of 1Mbps rate. Then, it could send a packet of1KB at a distance of100m in only8ms. Even if that node is a fast moving car with a
speed of say65mph, it could carry the same packet at a mere distance of less than1m in the same8ms.
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Binary Spray and Wait decouples the number of transmissions per messagefrom the total number of
nodes. Thus, transmissions can be kept small and essentially fixed for a large range of scenarios. Addi-
tionally, its mechanism combines the speed of epidemic routing with the simplicity and thriftiness of direct
transmission. Initially, it “jump-starts” spreading message copies quickly in a manner similar to epidemic
routing. However, it stops when enough copies have been sprayed to guarantee that at least one of them
will reach the destination, with high probability. Since cars move quickly around the network and “cover”
a sizeable part of the network area in a given trip, we will show thatonly a small number of copies can create
enough diversity to achieve close-to-optimal delays.

As we mentioned earlier, the basic idea behind Binary Spray and Wait (i.e. extending the 2-hop scheme
of [20] to introduce more than one relays) is relatively simple and has been identified as beneficial by other
researchers also [15, 31, 33]. However, a number of important questions need to be answered first, before
the desirable performance can be achieved: (i) How many copies should ascheme spray? (ii) How should
these copies be distributed to different vehicles and roadside stations, i.e isit possible to do better than binary
spraying? (iii) How should each of these copies be routed, i.e. is waiting forthe destination after spraying the
best strategy?

3.2 Deciding the Right Number of Copies

In this section, we analyze how to choose the number of copies used (denoted byL) in order to achieve a
specific expected delay. Let us assume that there is a specific delivery delay constraint to be met. One
reasonable way to express such a constraint would be as a factora times the optimal delayEDopt (a > 1),
since this is the best that any routing protocol could do2.

We first state theorems which express the expected delay of optimal routing and spray and wait in terms
of the network parameters. Throughout this section, we will be making the following assumptions:

Network: M nodes move on a
√

N ×
√

N 2-dimensional torus. Each node can transmit up to distance
K ≥ 0 meters away, whereK/

√
N is much smaller than the value required for connectivity [22], and each

message transmission takes one time unit.
Mobility Models: We assume that all nodes move according to some stochastic mobility model (“MM”).

We next define a mobility property. The statistics of this property will be used inthe expected delay expres-
sions for different routing scheme.

Meeting Time Let nodesi andj move according to a mobility model ‘mm’ and start from their stationary
distribution at time0. Let Xi(t) andXj(t) denote the positions of nodesi andj at timet. The meeting time
(Mmm) between the two nodes is defined as the time it takes them to first come within range of each other,
that isMmm = mint{t : ‖Xi(t) − Xj(t)‖ ≤ K}.

We assume that the “meeting times” of the mobility model “mm” is approximately exponentially dis-
tributed or has an exponential tail, with expected meeting time equal toEMmm. It has been shown that a
number of popular mobility models like Random Walk [9], Random Waypoint andRandom Direction [33,
35], as well as more realistic, synthetic models which are suitable to model contacts between moving ve-
hicles [24] exhibit such (approximately) exponential encounter characteristics. Therefore, the subsequent
analysis and algorithms of this and the following section apply to all these models.

Contention: Throughout our analysis we assume that bandwidth and buffer space are infinite. In other
words, we assume that there is no contention for these resources. Latersections address how do the results
presented in this section after incorporating contention in the analysis.

The following theorem states the expected delivery time of the optimal algorithm.

2By this, we do not assume thatEDopt is always known to the user. IfEDopt is not knowna could still be used as a measure of
how “aggressive” the protocol should be.
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Theorem 3.1 The expected message delivery time of the optimal algorithmEDopt is given by

EDopt =
HM−1

(M − 1)
EDmm, (1)

whereHk is thekth Harmonic Number, i.e,Hk =
∑k

i=1
1
i = Θ(log k).

We next state the expected end-to-end delay of Binary Spray and Wait. After theL copies have been
sprayed, each of theL relays will independently look for the destination to directly deliver the message (if the
latter has not been found yet). We first state the delay of the wait phase in the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.1 LetEW denote the expected duration of the “wait” phase, if needed, and letEMmm denote the
expected meeting time under the given mobility model. Then,EW is given by

EW =
EMmm

L
. (2)

The following theorem calculates the expected delivery time of Binary Sprayand Wait. It defines a
system of recursive equations that calculates the (expected) residualtime afteri copies have been spread,
in terms of the time until the next copy(i+1) is distributed, plus the remaining time thereafter. It is important
to note that the following result is generic. By plugging into the equations the appropriate meeting time value
EMmm, we can calculate the expected delay of Spray and Wait for the respective mobility model [35].

Theorem 3.2 Let EDsw(L) denote the expected delay of the Binary Spray and Wait algorithm, whenL
copies are spread per message. Let furtherED(i) denote the expected remaining delay afteri message
copies have been spread. Then,ED(1) ≈ EDsw(L), whereED(1) can be calculated by the following
system of recursive equations:

ED(i) =
EMmm

i(M − i)
+

M − i − 1

M − i
ED(i + 1), i ∈

»

1,
L

2

–

;

ED(i) =
EDmm

i(M − i)
+

M − i − 1

M − i

„

2i − L

i
ED(i) +

L − i

i
ED(i + 1)

«

, for i ∈

»

L

2
+ 1, L − 1

–

;

ED(L) = EW =
EMmm

L
.

The above result, albeit quite useful in accurately predicting the performance of Binary Spray and Wait,
is not in closed form. This makes it difficult to theoretically compare the performance of Binary Spray and
Wait to that of the optimal scheme, or to calculate the number of copies to be usedin closed form. For this
reason, in the following lemma we also derive an upper bound that is in closedform, by assuming that Source
Spray and Wait is performed, that is, only the source can forward a newcopy. Note that Source Spray and
Wait always has a larger delay than Binary Spray and Wait.

Lemma 3.2 The following upper bound holds for the expected delay of Binary Spray and Wait:

EDsw ≤ (HM−1 − HM−L) EMmm +
M − L

M − 1
EW, (3)

whereHn is thenth Harmonic Number, i.e,Hn =
∑n

i=1
1
i = Θ(log n).

This bound is tight for a smallL/M ratio, but becomes pessimistic as this ratio grows larger. This
is because the bound basically includes the full time until all copies are spread, regardless of whether the
destination is found in one of the initial steps of the spraying phase. However, when the number of copies is
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Table 1: minimumL to achieve expected delay
a 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

recursion 21 13 8 6 5 4 3 3 3 2
bound N.A. N.A. 11 7 6 5 4 3 3 2
taylor N.A. N.A. 10 7 5 4 3 3 3 2

much smaller than the total number of nodes (which is the case of most interest) this bound is very useful
when tuning the performance of Spray and Wait.

The following lemma states that the required number of copies only depends onthe number of nodes, and
is straightforward to prove from Eq.(3) or Theorem 3.2.

Lemma 3.3 The minimum number of copiesLmin needed for Binary Spray and Wait to achieve an expected
delay at mostaEDopt is independent of the mobility model, the size of the networkN , and transmission
rangeK, and only depends ona and the number of nodesM .

The required number of copiesLmin(M) for Binary Spray and Wait to achieve a desired expected
delay can be calculated in any of the following three ways: (i) solve the system of equations of Theorem 3.2
for increasingL, until EDsw(L) < aEDopt, or (ii) solve the upper bound equation Eq.(3) forL, by letting
EDsw = aEDopt, and taking⌈L⌉, or (iii) approximate the harmonic numberHM−L in Eq.(3) with its Taylor
Series terms up to second order, and solve the resulting third degree polynomial:

(H3
M − 1.2)L3 + (H2

M −
π2

6
)L2 +

„

a +
2M − 1

M(M − 1)

«

L =
M

M − 1
, (4)

whereHr
n =

∑n
i=1

1
ir is thenth Harmonic number of orderr.

Method (i) is obviously the most accurate one. However, it is also the most cumbersome. Since the upper
bound of Eq.(3) is tight for smallL/M values, if the delay constrainta is not too tight, we can use method (ii)
or (iii) to quickly get a good estimate forLmin.

In Table 1 we compare results forLmin, as calculated with each of these three methods for different
values ofa. We assume the number of nodesM equals100. ‘N.A’ stand for ‘Non Available’ and means that
such a low delay value is never achievable by the bound. As can be seen inthis table theL found through the
approximation is quite accurate when the delay constraint is not too stringent.

3.2.1 EstimatingL when Network Parameters are Unknown

Throughout the previous analysis we’ve assumed that network parameters, like the total number of nodes
M , are known. This assumption might be valid in networks operated by a single authority (e.g. sensor
networks), however, this assumption will not hold for vehicular networks. So, we next describe how to
produce and maintain good estimates of necessary network parameters, likeM , and adaptL accordingly.

This problem is difficult in general. A straightforward way to estimateM would be to count unique IDs
of nodes encountered already. However, this method requires a large database of node IDs to be maintained
in large networks, and a lookup operation to be performed every time any node is encountered. Furthermore,
although this method converges eventually, its speed depends on network size and could take a very long
time in large disconnected vehicular networks. A better alternative is to produce an estimate ofM by taking
advantage of inter-meeting time statistics. Specifically, let us defineT1 as the time until a node (starting from
the stationary distribution) encountersanyother node. It is easy to see from Lemma 3.2 thatT1 is exponen-
tially distributed with averageT1 = EMmm/(M − 1). Furthermore, if we similarly defineT2 as the time

until two differentnodes are encountered, then the expected value ofT2 equalsEMmm

(

1
M−1 + 1

M−2

)

.

CancellingEMmm from these two equations we get the following estimate forM :
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M̂ =
2T2 − 3T1

T2 − 2T1
. (5)

EstimatingM by the procedure above presents some challenges in practice, becauseT1 andT2 are en-
semble averages. Since hitting times are ergodic [9], a node can collect sample intermeeting timesT1,k and
T2,k and calculate time averagesT̂1 andT̂2 instead. However, the following complication arises: when a node
i meets another nodej, i andj becomecoupled[18]; in other words, the next intermeeting time ofi andj
is not anymore exponentially distributed with averageEMmm. In order to overcome this problem, each node
keeps a record of recently encountered nodes. Every time a new node isencountered, it is stamped as “cou-
pled” for an amount of time equal to themixingor relaxationtime for that graph, which is the expected time
until a node starting from a given position arrives to its stationary distribution[9]. Then, when nodei mea-
sures the next sample intermeeting time, it ignores all nodes that it’s coupled withat the moment, denoted as
ck, and scales the collected sampleT1,k by M−ck

M−1 . A similar procedure is followed for̂T2. Putting it alto-
gether, aftern samples have been collected:

T̂1 =
1

n

n
∑

k=1

(

M − ck

M − 1

)

T1,k,

T̂2 =
1

n

n
∑

k=1

[(

M − ck−1

M − 1

)

T1,k−1 +

(

M − ck

M − 2

)

T1,k

]

.

ReplacingT̂1 andT̂2 in Eq.(5) we get a current estimate ofM . As can be seen by Eq.(5), the estimator for
M is sensitive to small deviations ofT1 andT2 from their actual values. Therefore it is useful for a node
to also maintain a running average ofM . Specifically, the running estimatêM is updated with every new
estimateM̂new asM̂ = βM̂ + (1− β)M̂new (0 < β < 1, with values closer to1 providing better stability).
We could now use this estimate ofM to calculate the number of copies using one of the previous methods.

Figure 1 shows how the online estimatêM , calculated with our proposed method, quickly converges to
its actual value for a200 × 200 network with 200 nodes, for both the random walk and random way-
point models, again validating the generality of our expressions. (Note thateven in this small scenario,
our method’s convergence is more than two times faster than ID-counting.) Finally, both our method and
ID-counting could take advantage of indirect information learning, wherenodes exchange known unique IDs
or independently collected samples to speed up convergence.

We believe that similar estimators could potentially be constructed for other network parameters or
statistics, as well, (e.g. approximate network areaN , or various moments for encounter times) which could
be used to provide users with predictions of the service level available. Weintend to look further into this
issue in future work.

3.3 Scalability of Spray and Wait

Having shown how to find the minimum number of copiesLmin to achieve a delay at mosta times the
optimal, it would be interesting, from a scalability point of view, to see how the percentageLmin/M of
nodes that need to receive a copy behaves as a function ofM . The reason for this is the following: If
we assume a large enough TTL (time-to-live) value is used, flooding-based schemes will eventually give a
copy to every node and therefore perform at leastM transmissions. Increased contention and the resulting
retransmissions will obviously increase this value significantly. On the other hand, Spray and Wait performs
L transmissions, and produces very little contention compared to flooding-based schemes. Consequently,
the number of transmissions that Spray and Wait performs per message is atmost a fractionLmin/M of the
number of transmissions per message epidemic and other flooding-based schemes perform.
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Figure 1: Online estimator of number of nodes (M ) — N = 200 × 200, transmission range= 0, β = 0.98,
mixing time= 4000.

In Figure 2 we depict the behavior ofLmin/M as a function ofM for different values ofa. It is important
to note there that,as the number of nodes in the network increases, the percentage of nodes that need to
become relays in Spray and Wait, in order to achieve the same relative performance, is actually decreasing.
The intuition behinds this interesting result is the following: whenL ≪ M the delay of Spray and Wait is
dominated by the delay of the wait phase; in that case, ifL/M is kept constant, the delay of Spray and Wait
decreases roughly as1/M (asM → ∞). On the other hand, the delay of the optimal scheme (and also the
spraying delay) decreases more slowly aslog(M)/M [34]. The following Lemma formally states the result.
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Figure 2: Required percentage of nodesLmin/M receiving a copy for spray and wait to achieve an expected
delay ofaEDopt

Lemma 3.4 Let L/M be constant and letL ≪ M . Let furtherLmin(M) denote the minimum number of
copies needed by Spray and Wait to achieve an expected delay that is at most aEDopt, for somea. Then
Lmin(M)

M is a decreasing function ofM .

This behavior ofLmin/M implies that Spray and Wait is extremely scalable. While, usually, the perfor-
mance of many schemes (including flooding-based ones, in our case) deteriorates as the number of nodes
increase, the relative performance of Spray and Wait improves, making itsperformance advantage even more
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pronounced in large networks. This property is a must for a vehicular network in a large metropolitan area
like Los Angeles, where the number of vehicles is expected to be very large.

3.4 Routing Each Copy Separately - “Spray and Focus” Routing

Although Binary Spray and Wait combines simplicity and efficiency, it can be optimized further. Consider
a vehicular network in which vehicles move closely within separate, and oftensparsely located groups. In
such situations, partial paths may exist over which a message copy could bequickly transmitted closer to
the destination. Yet, in Spray and Wait a relay with a copy will naively wait untilit moves within range of the
destination itself. This problem could be solved if some other single-copy scheme is used to route a copy
after it’s handed over to a relay, a scheme that takes advantage of transmissions (unlike Direct Transmission).

We propose the use of the single-copy utility-based scheme from [37] forthis purpose. Each node main-
tains a timer for every other node in the network, which records the time elapsed since the two nodes last
encountered each other3 (i.e. came within transmission range). These timers are similar to theage of last en-
counterin [17], and are useful, because they contain indirect (relative) location information. Specifically, for
a large number of vehicular mobility models, it can be shown that a smaller timer value on average implies a
smaller distance from the node in question. Further, we use a “transitivity function” for timer values (see
details in [37]), in order to diffuse this indirect location information much faster than regular last encounter
based schemes [17]. The basic intuition behind this is the following: in most situations, if nodeB has a small
timer value for nodeD, and another nodeA (with no info aboutD) encounters nodeB, thenA could safely
assume that it’s also probably close to nodeD. We assume that these timers are theonly information available
to a node regarding the network (i.e. no location info, etc.).

We have seen in [37] that appropriately designed utility-based schemes, based on these timer values, have
very good performance in scenarios were mobility is low and localized. This isthe exact situation were Spray
and Wait loses its performance advantage. Therefore, we propose a scheme were a fixed number of copies
are spread initially exactly as in Spray and Wait, but then each copy is routedindependently according to
thesingle-copyutility-based scheme which uses a utility function based on these timers. We call our second
schemeSpray and Focus.

Spray and Focus Spray and Focus routing consists of the following two phases:

• spray phase: for every message originating at a source node,L message copies are initially spread – by
binary spraying – toL distinct “relays”.

• focus phase: let UX(Y ) denote the utility of node X for destination Y; a node A, carrying a copy for
destination D, forwards its copy to a new node B it encounters, if and only ifUB(D) > UA(D)+Uth,
whereUth (utility threshold) is a parameter of the algorithm.

3.4.1 Evaluation of Spraying Schemes

We have used a custom discrete event-driven simulator to evaluate and compare the performance of differ-
ent routing protocols under a variety of mobility models and under contention.A slotted collision detection
MAC protocol has been implemented in order to arbitrate between nodes contenting for the shared chan-
nel. The routing protocols we have implemented and simulated are the following: (1) Epidemic routing
(“epidemic”), (2) Randomized flooding withp = (0.02 − 0.1) (“random-flood”), (3) Utility-based flooding
(“utility-flood”), (4) Optimal (binary) Spray and Wait (“spray&wait”), (5) Spray and Focus (“spray&focus”),
(6) Seek and Focus single-copy routing (“seek&focus”) [34], and (7) Oracle-based Optimal routing (“opti-
mal”). (We will use the shorter names in the parentheses to refer to each routing scheme in simulation plots.)

3In practical situations, each node would actually maintain a cache of the most recent nodes that it has encountered, in order to
reduce the overhead involved in a large network.
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We choose the number of copiesL for Spray and Wait according to the theory of Section 3.1. (Specifi-
cally, such that the delay of Spray and Wait would be about2× that of the Oracle-based Optimal if the
nodes were performing random walks.) For Spray and Focus and all other protocols we have tried to tune
their parameters in each scenario separately, in order to achieve a good transmissions-delay tradeoff. Finally,
in all schemes that use a utility function, including Utility-based flooding, we have used our own utility func-
tion proposed in [37], which has been shown to perform better than existing utility functions [29] for most
mobility models.

We first evaluate the effect of traffic load on the performance of different routing schemes (Scenario A).
We then examine their performance as the level of connectivity changes (Scenario B).
Scenario A - Effect of Traffic Load: 100 nodes move according to the random waypoint model [13] in a
500 × 500 grid with reflective barriers. The transmission rangeK of each node is equal to10. Finally, each
node is generating a new message for a randomly selected destination with an increasing rate resulting in
average traffic loads (total number of messages generated throughoutthe simulation) from200 (low traffic)
to 1000 (high traffic).

Fig. 3 depicts the performance of all routing algorithms, in terms of total numberof transmissions and
average delivery delay. Epidemic routing performed significantly more transmissions than other schemes
(from 56000 to 144000), and at least an order of magnitude more than Spray and Wait. Therefore, we do
not include it in the transmission plots, in order to better compare the remaining schemes. We also depict two
plots for Spray and Wait for two differentL values, in order to gain better insight into the transmissions-delay
tradeoffs involved. Finally, note that, in this scenario, Spray and Focus had similar performance with Spray
and Wait, and thus we don’t include results for it. In the next section, we willsee in detail scenarios where
Spray and Focus can significantly improve the performance of Spray andWait.

As is evident by Fig. 3, Spray and Wait outperforms all single and multi-copyprotocols discussed and
achieves its performance goals set at the start of this section. Specifically: (i) under low traffic its delay
is similar to Epidemic routing and is1.4 − 2.2 times faster than all other multi-copy protocols; it performs
an order of magnitude less transmissions than Epidemic routing, and5 − 6 times less transmissions than
Randomized and Utility-based, and (ii) under high traffic it retains the same advantage in terms of total
transmissions, and outperformsall other protocols, in terms of delay, by a factor of1.8 − 3.3.

As a final note, the delivery ratio of almost all schemes in this scenario was above90% for all traffic
loads, except that of Seek and Focus which was about70%, and that of Epidemic routing which plummeted
to less than50% for very high traffic, due to severe contention.
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Figure 3: Scenario A - performance comparison of all routing protocols under varying traffic loads.

Scenario B - Effect of Connectivity: In this scenario, the size of the network is200 × 200 and the traffic
load is medium. We would like to evaluate the performance of all protocols in networks with a large range
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of connectivity characteristics, ranging from very sparse, highly disconnected networks, toalmostconnected
networks.

Before we proceed, it is necessary to define a meaningful connectivitymetric. Although a number of
different metrics have been proposed (for example [16]), no widespread agreement exists, especially if one
needs to capture both disconnected and connected networks. We believethat a meaningful metric for the net-
works of interest is the expectedmaximum cluster sizedefined as the percentage of total nodes in the largest
connected component (cluster). This indicates what percentage of nodes have already conglomerated into the
connected part of the network, with “one” implying a regular connected network (with high probability).

The above connectivity metric measures “static” connectivity. It indicates how connected a random
snapshot of the connectivity graph will be. However, in situations wheremobility is exploited to deliver
traffic end-to-end, “dynamic” connectivity also plays an important role onperformance. Dynamic connec-
tivity can be seen as a measure of how many new nodes are encountered by a given node within some time
interval. If nodes move in an IID manner, this is directly tied to the mixing time for the graph representing the
network [9]. The larger the mixing time, the more “localized” the node movement, and the longer it will take
a node tocarry a message to a remote part of the network.

In order to evaluate the effect of dynamic connectivity on different protocols, we present two sets of
results, one where nodes move according to the random waypoint model and one where nodes perform
random walks. The random waypoint has one of the fastest mixing times (Θ(

√
N)), while the random walk

has one of the slowest (Θ(N)) [9]. Furthermore, for each mobility model we vary the transmission rangeK
to span the entire static connectivity range.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 depict the number of transmissions and the average delay for the random waypoint
and the random walk scenarios, respectively, as a function of transmission range (respective connectivity
values are shown in the parentheses).

There are a number of interesting things to notice about these plots. First, although Randomized and Util-
ity Flooding can improve the performance of epidemic routing they still have to perform way too many trans-
missions to achieve competitive delays. Further, when nodes move according to the random waypoint model,
Spray and Wait outperforms all protocols, in terms of both transmissions anddelay, for all levels of connec-
tivity. Its performance is close to the optimal, and thus Spray and Focus cannot offer any improvement. On
the other hand, when nodes perform random walks, Spray and Wait mayexhibit large delays, if the network
area is large enough. Here the few copies are spread locally, and then each custodian takes a very long time to
traverse the network and reach the destination. Even if the number of copies were increased, it would be the
spraying phase that would take a long time, since new nodes are found very slowly. Spray and Focus can
overcome these shortcomings and excel (when the network is not too sparse), achieving the smallest delay
with only a few extra transmissions. Note though that despite the better utility function used, Utility Flooding is
still plagued by its flooding nature and choice of threshold. This problem was even more pronounced when other
existing utility functions were used.

Finally, both Spray and Wait and Spray and Focus are quite scalable and robust, compared to other
multi-copy or even single-copy options. Epidemic routing and the rest of the schemes manage to achieve a
delay that is comparable to the spraying schemes for very few connectivityvalues only, but perform quite
poorly for the vast majority of scenarios. Spray and Wait and Spray andFocus, on the other hand, exhibit
great stability. They performs few transmissions across all scenarios, while achieving a delivery delay that
decreases as the level of connectivity increases, as one would expect.

3.5 Distributing Copies

In this section, we study how to distribute theseL copies. The choice of spraying method directly affects
the expected delay of spraying phase. Further, this delay is independent of the particular single-copy routing
scheme that is used to route each copy in the second phase.
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Figure 4: Scenario B - Random Waypoint Mobility: Total transmissions and delay as a function of transmis-
sion rangeK (respective connectivity values are shown in parentheses).
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Figure 5: Scenario B - Random Walk Mobility: Total transmissions and delay as a function of transmission
rangeK (respective connectivity values are shown in parentheses).
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We first state the following theorem which formally shows that binary spraying is optimal when node
movement is independent and identically distrbuted (IID).

Theorem 3.3 When all nodes move in an IID manner, Binary Spraying minimizes the expected time until all
copies have been distributed.

Proof: Let us call a node “active” when it has more than one copies of a message. Let us further define a
spraying algorithm in terms of a functionf : N → N as follows: when an active node withn copies
encounters another node, it hands over to itf(n) copies, and keeps the remainingn − f(n). Any spraying
algorithm (i.e. anyf ) can be represented by the following binary tree with the source as its root:assign the
root a value ofL; if the current node has a valuen > 1 create a right child with a value ofn−f(n) and a left
one with a value off(n); continue until all leaf nodes have a value of1.

A particular spraying corresponds then to a sequence of visiting all nodes of the tree. This sequence is
random. Nevertheless,on the average, all tree nodes at the same level are visited in parallel. Further, since
only active nodes may hand over additional copies, the higher the number of active nodes wheni copies
are spread, the smaller the residual expected delay until all copies are spread. Since the total number of tree
nodes is fixed (21+log L − 1) for any spraying functionf , it is easy to see that the tree structure that has the
maximum number of nodes at every level, also has the maximum number of activenodes (on the average) at
every step. This tree is the balanced tree, and corresponds to Binary Spraying.2

Now, if the node movements are not IID, but instead, each node has an utilityassociated for each destina-
tion, which is the most common case in vehicular networks, how does the spraying phase gets modified? We
first find the optimal spraying policy under the following set of assumptions,and later discuss what do our
results imply for general vehicular networks.

(i) M nodes perform independent random walks on a
√

N ×
√

N 2D torus (finite lattice). Each node
moves one grid unit in one time unit.

(ii) Each node can transmit up toK ≥ 0 grid units away, whereK√
N

is much smaller than the value

required for connectivity [22]. We use Manhattan distancedab = ‖ax − bx‖ + ‖bx − by‖ to measure
proximity between two positionsa andb (or between two nodes).

(iii) There is no contention in the network. In other words, the buffer space is infinite, and any communicat-
ing pair of nodes do not interfere with any other simultaneous transmission.

(iv) Let the number of copies distributed by the spraying based schemes be denoted byL.

We next state a lemma which will be used in the derivation of the optimal spraying policy.

Lemma 3.5 Let E[M(d)] denote the expected time until two independent random walks, starting at a dis-
tanced from each other, first meet each other.E[M(d)] can be derived by solving the following set of linear
equations:

E[M(d)] =







pd,d−2E[M(d − 2)] + pd,d

E[M(d)] + pd,d+2E[M(d + 2)]
d > K

0 d ≤ K
, (6)

wherepd1,d2 denotes the probability that the two walks are at a distanced2 from each other in the next
time slot given they are at a distanced1 from each other in the current time slot and, ford1 > 3, it equals










16d1−20
64d1

d2 = d1 − 2
16d1+12

64d1
d2 = d1 + 2

32d1+8
64d1

d2 = d1

, for d1 = 3, it equals







7
48 d2 = 1
15
48 d2 = 5
26
48 d2 = 3

, for d1 = 2, it equals







3
32 d2 = 0
11
32 d2 = 4
18
32 d2 = 2

,

for d1 = 1, it equals 7
16 and 9

16 for d2 = 3 andd2 = 1 respectively and ford1 = 0, it equals 4
16 and 12

16 for
d2 = 2 andd2 = 0 respectively.
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Now we present an algorithm which will answer the following question: ‘Two nodesA and B are
within range of each other andA hasl ≤ L copies of a packet whileB has none. The utility of both the
nodes is known. Then how many of thel copies shouldA give toB such that the expected delivery delay is
minimized.’ Before we proceed, we first specify the utility function we will use. Amongst the different utility
functions used in the literature (see [34]), we choose ‘the distance to the destination’ for our analysis.

Now we derive the algorithm to find the optimal spraying policy. Let a node (label it nodeA) be a
distanced from the destination and hasl copies of the packet. LetD(d, l) denote the time this node will
take to deliver the packet to the destination. In the future time slots, either one of the following two events can
happen first: (i)E1: NodeA meets the destination and delivers the packet. (ii)E2: NodeA meets one of the
potential relays. Let the time duration elapsed till eventEi occurs be denoted byTi, i = 1, 2. By definition,
T1 is exponentially distributed with meanE[M(d)]. To derive the distribution ofT2, we use the fact that the
time it takes to meet one particular relay node is exponentially distributed with meanE[M ], whereE[M ] is
the expected meeting time of two random walks.T2 is the minimum ofM 4 such exponentials which
is also an exponential with meanE[M ]

M . Thus, the time duration till one of these two events occur is equal
min(T1, T2) and is exponentially distributed with mean 1

1
E[M(d)]

+ M
E[M ]

.

Let nodeA encounter a potential relay (lets label it nodeB) before meeting the destination. (The proba-

bility of this event is equal to
M

E[M ]
1

E[M(d)]
+ M

E[M ]

.) Let nodeA and B be at a distancedA and dB from the

destination when they meet. NodeA hasl copies of the packet whileB has none. LetDM (dA, dB, l) denote
the minimum additional delay to deliver the packet to the destination. Then,

E[D(d, l)] =
1

1
E[M(d)] + M

E[M ]

+

M
E[M ]

1
E[M(d)] + M

E[M ]

∑

dA,dB

P (dA, dB)E[DM (dA, dB, l)], (7)

whereP (dA, dB) is the probability that the two nodes are at a distancedA anddB from the destination when
they meet.

NodeA can give any number from0 to l− 1 copies to theB. If i of thel copies are given toB, then the
delivery delay to the destination is the minimum ofD(dA, l − i) andD(dB, i). Hence,

E[DM (dA, dB, l)] = min0≤i<l (E [min(D(dA, l − i), D(dB, i))]) (8)

Note that the solution to Equation (8) gives the optimal spraying policy.
Equations (7) and (8) form a system of non linear equations. Solving these equations will give the

optimal spraying policy, but solving a non linear system is not easy. So, wemake approximations to sim-
plify these equations. (Note that due to these approximations, the spraying policy obtained is not really the
optimal, but it will give an intuition into the structure of the optimal policy.)

First, we assume that the sum of two exponentially distributed random variables is also exponential. With
this approximation, the distribution of bothD(d, l) andDM (dA, dB, l) can be derived to be exponential.
Thus, Equation (7) reduces to the following:

E[D(d, l)] =
1

1
E[M(d)] + M

E[M ]

+

M
E[M ]

1
E[M(d)] + M

E[M ]

∑

dA,dB

P (dA, dB)min0≤i<l

(

1
1

E[D(dA,l−i)] + 1
E[D(dB ,i)]

)

. (9)

Equation (9) is still a system of non linear equations which are not easy to solve. So, we make another
approximation by replacingdA by its expected value. For the random walk mobility model,E[dA] is equal

4The number of potential relays is equal to the number of nodes which do not have a copy of the packet. This number is upper
bounded by the total number of nodes,M . Since the number of potential relays is unknown at a given time, we use the upper bound
on this value.
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Figure 6: Studying the optimal spraying policy for Spray and Wait. Network Parameters:N = 150 ×
150, M = 40, K = 20. (a) Number of copies given to nodeB as a function ofdA for l = 4. (b) Number of
copies given to nodeB as a function ofdA for l = 20. (c) Proportion of copies given to nodeB as a function
of l for dA = 75. (d) Proportion of copies given to nodeB as a function ofl for dA = 75.

to d as the probability of moving in any direction is the same. ReplacingdA by d in Equation (9) yields,

E[D(d, l)] =
1

1
E[M(d)] + M

E[M ]

+

M
E[M ]

1
E[M(d)] + M

E[M ]

∑

dB

P (dB | dA = d)min0≤i<l

(

1
1

E[D(d,l−i)] + 1
E[D(dB ,i)]

)

. (10)

In Equation (10), the value ofE[D(d, l)] depends only on thoseE[D(d̂, l̂)] for which eitherl̂ < l or
l̂ = l, d̂ ≤ d. So, a dynamic program can be used to solve Equation (10).

The dynamic program will be initialized with the value ofE[D(d, 1)] which depends on how each copy
is routed towards the destination. Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 finds its value for Spray and Wait and Spray and
Focus.

The only unknown in Equation (10) isP (dB | dA = d). Since nodeB is within range ofA, dB will lie
within d − K andd + K. P (dB | dA = d) can be derived using elementary combinatorics to be equal to






K+1
4K dB = d − K
2

4K d − K + 2 ≤ dB ≤ d + k − 2
K+1
4K dB = d + K

.

3.5.1 Spray and Wait

In this section, we first study the optimal spraying policy for spray and wait,then study the spraying policy
obtained by solving Equation (10), and finally present a simple heuristic which achieves a expected delay
very close to the optimal.

In Spray and Wait, each relay node routes the copy towards the destinationusing direct transmission.
Thus,E[D(d, 1)] is the expected time it takes for the relay to meet the destination and is equal toE[M(d)].

Now, we study the spraying policy obtained by solving Equation (10). Let nodeA which hasl copies
of the packet meet nodeB which has none. Let the distance to the destination of both the nodes be denoted by
dA anddB respectively. Figure 6(a)-6(b) plots the number of copies given to nodeB versusdA for different
values ofl. For l = 4, the node which is closer to the destination gets most of the copies while forl = 20,
most of the times, nearly half of the copies are given away to nodeB. This observation suggests that the
optimal policy behaves differently for different values ofl. (Note that nodeB gets only one copy when it is
within the transmission range of the destination because the packet will be delivered at the next transmission
opportunity.)

To study the behavior of the optimal policy asl changes, we plot the proportion of copies given to nodeB
as a function ofl for different values ofdA−dB in Figures 6(c)-6(d). In all the cases, there exists a threshold
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Figure 7: Comparison of the expected end-to-end delay performance ofbinary spraying, the optimal policy
and the proposed heuristic. Network parameters:N = 150 × 150, M = 40, K = 20.

for l below which most of the copies are kept by the node closer to the destination and above which the copy
splitting is more or less half and half. We label this threshold aslth.

Based on the above observation, we propose a simple heuristic to distribute copies. (i) Ifl is less thanlth
and nodeA is closer to the destination, then nodeB is not given any of the copies. (ii) Ifl is less thanlth and
nodeB is closer to the destination, then nodeB is givenl−1 copies. (iii) If l is greater thanlth, then nodeB
is given half of the copies. Figures 7-8 compare the performance of the optimal policy, the proposed heuristic
and binary spraying for different network parameters. It is easy to see that the proposed heuristic performs
very close to the optimal and has a better performance than binary spraying.

3.5.2 Spray and Focus

In this section, we first study the optimal spraying policy for spray and focus, then study the spraying policy
obtained by solving Equation (10), and finally present a simple heuristic which achieves a expected delay
very close to the optimal.

In Spray and Focus, each relay node performs utility based forwardingtowards the destination. First, we
derive the value ofE[D(d, 1)] to initialize the dynamic program which is used to solve Equation (10).

Lemma 3.6 E[D(d, 1)] can be derived by solving the following set of non linear equations:

E[D(d, 1)] =
1

1
E[M(d)] + M

E[M ]

+

M
E[M ]

1
E[M(d)] + M

E[M ]

∑

d2

P (d2 | d)E[D(min(d, d2), 1)]. (11)

Proof: In the future time slots either of the following two events can happen first: (i) The node meets
the destination and delivers the packet. This time duration is exponentially distributed with meanE[M(d)].
(ii) The node meets a potential relay node. This time duration is exponentially distributed with meanE[M ]

M .
Let the relay node be at a distanced2 from the destination. Then ifd2 < d, then the relay node is closer to
the destination and it will be given the copy of the packet. The additional time it will take to deliver the packet
will be equal toE[D(d2, 1)]. But if d2 ≥ d, the original node will retain the copy and the additional time it
will take to deliver the packet is still equal toE[D(d, 1)]. 2
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Figure 8: Comparison of the expected end-to-end delay performance ofbinary spraying, the optimal policy
and the proposed heuristic. Network parameters:N = 150 × 150, M = 40, L = 5.
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Figure 9: Studying the optimal spraying policy for Spray and Focus. Network Parameters:N = 150 ×
150, M = 40, K = 20. (a) Number of copies given to nodeB as a function ofdA for l = 2. (b) Number of
copies given to nodeB as a function ofdA for l = 20. (c) Proportion of copies given to nodeB as a function
of l for dA = 75. (d) Proportion of copies given to nodeB as a function ofl for dA = 75.

A particular value ofE[D(d, 1)] depends only on those values ofE[D(d̂, 1)] for which d̂ ≤ d. Hence, a
dynamic program can be used to solve Equation (11).

Now, we study the optimal spraying policy obtained by solving Equation (10) after substituting the value
of E[D(d, 1)] derived in Lemma 3.6. Figure 9(a)-9(b) plots the number of copies given tonodeB versus
dA for different values ofl. The curves show that most of the times, nearly half of the copies are handed
over to nodeB irrespective of the value ofl. To confirm this observation, we plot the proportion of copies
given to nodeB as a function ofl for different values ofdA−dB in Figures 9(c)-9(d). For all the cases, nearly
half of the copies are handed over to nodeB. This suggests that binary spraying should perform close to the
optimal policy. Figures 10-11 compare the performance of binary spraying with the optimal policy for differ-
ent network parameters. These figures show that binary spraying hasnear optimal performance for Spray and
Focus. The near optimal performance of binary spraying is explained bythe following two observations: (i)
If a node distributes its copies to bad nodes (nodes which have a higher expected delivery delay), it still has its
own copy which it can give to a good node whenever it meets one. (ii) Moreover, a bad node will have a chance
to give up its copy to good nodes later in the future. Thus, spraying copiesas fast as possible will achieve a good
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Figure 10: Comparison of the expected end-to-end delay performance of binary spraying and the optimal
policy. Network parameters:N = 150 × 150, M = 40, K = 20.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the expected end-to-end delay performance of binary spraying and the optimal
policy. Network parameters:N = 150 × 150, M = 40, L = 5.
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delay performance for Spray and Focus.

3.5.3 Discussion

We now generalize the intuition derived in the previous section to general utilityfunctions. For Spray and
Wait, if a smaller utility always means a smaller distance to the destination, there always exists a thresholdlth
such that the following heuristic performs well: (i) Ifl is less thanlth and nodeA is closer to the destination,
then nodeB is not given any of the copies. (ii) Ifl is less thanlth and nodeB is closer to the destination, then
nodeB is givenl−1 copies. (iii) If l is greater thanlth, then nodeB is given half of the copies. All the utility
functions discussed in Section 3.4 satisfy this constraint, hence, the proposed heuristic was found to be very
efficient in vehicular networks.

For Spray and Focus, irrespective of the utility function, binary spraying always yields efficient results
because the focus phase allows fixing any “wrong” or “bad” decisionsmade earlier. Hence, for vehicular
networks, Binary Spray and Focus was found to be the best spraying protocol.

3.6 Collaboration of communication-capable vehicles and roadside stations

In addition to vehicule to vehicule communication, another form of communication isexpected to take
place between vehicles and roadside stations along the road. Such stationsare envisioned to be installed in
intersections, or at regular distances along highways. The correct operation of the binary spray and focus
protocols in a vehicular network does not depend on the existence of such infrastructure. Nevertheless, if
such stations become available, they can be used to signicantly improve performance.

Spray and focus treats roadside stations similarly to vehicles. However, animportant difference is that
these stations are assumed to be interconnected, and once a message is received by one of them, it can reach
very fast distant locations. So, the utility of these stations is the same for eachdestination. In other words,
if a roadside station comes within range of the destination, then all roadside stations can be assumed to be
within the range of the destination. Hence, these stations tend to have a higherutility in general, so it is very
likely that vehicles will communicate with each other through roadside stations. Wealways observed better
expected delays and higher delivery probabilities in presence of these roadside stations.

Introducing roadside stations introduces the following change to the analysis. Roadside station is static
while the vehicle is moving according to a given mobility model. The duration after which they come
within range of each other is no longer one meeting time. This duration is equal tothe hitting time which is
rigorously defined as follows.

Hitting Time Let a nodei move according to mobility model “mm”, and start from its stationary distribu-
tion at time0. Let j be a static node with uniformly chosenXj , then the hitting time (Tmm) is defined as the
time it takes nodei to first come within range of nodej, that isTmm = min

t
{t : ‖Xi(t) − Xj‖ ≤ K}.

We next state expressions of the expected hitting time for the two most common mobilitymodels - the
Random Direction and the Random Waypoint mobiity models.

We first define the Random Direction mobility model and then state the expression for its expected
hitting time.

Random Direction In the Random Direction (RD) model each node moves as follows: (i) choose a di-
rectionθ uniformly in [0, 2π); (ii) choose a speed according to assumption (d); (iii) choose a durationT of

movement from an exponential distribution with averageL
v ; (iv) move towardsθ with the chosen speed forT

time units;5 (v) afterT time units pause according to assumption (e) and go to step (i).

5If the boundary is reached, the node either reflects back or re-entersfrom the opposite side of the network (torus).
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Theorem 3.4 The expected hitting timeETrd for the Random Direction model is given by:

ETrd =

(

N

2KL

)(

L

v
+ T stop

)

. (12)

We next define the Random Waypoint mobility model, then state a lemma stating the average distance
covered by a node in one epoch, and then state the expression for the expected hitting time Random Waypoint
mobility.

Random Waypoint In the Random Waypoint (RWP) model, each node moves as follows [13]: (i) choose a
pointX in the network uniformly at random, (ii) choose a speedv uniformly in [vmin, vmax] with vmin > 0
and vmax < ∞. Let v denote the average speed of a node, (iii) move towardsX with speedv along
the shortest path toX, (iv) when atX, pause forTstop time units whereTstop is chosen from a geometric
distribution with meanT stop, (v) and go to Step (i).

Lemma 3.7 LetL be the length of an epoch, measured as the distance between the starting and the finishing
points of the epoch. ThenELrwp = 0.3826

√
N .

Theorem 3.5 The expected hitting timeETrwp for the Random Waypoint model is given by:

ETrwp =

(

N

2KELrwp

)(

ELrwp

v
+ T stop

)

. (13)

3.7 Incorporating Contention

Up till now, we have ignored contention in the analysis. The assumption of no contention is valid only for
very low traffic rates, irrespective of whether the network is sparse ornot. For higher traffic rates, contention
has a significant impact on the performance, especially of flooding-based routing schemes. Given the small
contact durations in vehicular network, contention will have a even more severe affect on performance.
To demonstrate the inaccuracies which arise when contention is ignored, weuse simulations to compare the
delay of three different routing schemes in a sparse network, both with and without contention, in Figure 12.
The plot shows that ignoring contention not only grossly underestimates thedelay, but also predicts incorrect
trends and leads to incorrect conclusions. For example, without contention, the so called spraying scheme has
the worst delay, while with contention, it has the best delay.

Incorporating wireless contention complicates the analysis significantly. Thisis because contention man-
ifests itself in a number of ways, including (i) finite bandwidth which limits the numberof packets two nodes
can exchange while they are within range, (ii) scheduling of transmissions between nearby nodes which is
needed to avoid excessive interference, and (iii) interference from transmissions outside the scheduling area,
which may be significant due to multipath fading [8]. So, we first propose a general framework to incorporate
contention in the performance analysis of mobility-assisted routing schemes for ICMNs while keeping the
analysis tractable. This framework incorporates all the three manifestationsof contention, and can be used
with any mobility and channel model. The framework is based on the well-knownphysical layer model [21].
Prior work has used the physical layer model to derive capacity results,see, for example, [19, 21, 32], and
has assumed an idealized perfect scheduler. We are interested in calculating the expected delay of various
mobility-assisted routing schemes under realistic scenarios, and for this reason we assume a random access sched-
uler.
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Figure 12:Comparison of delay with and without contention for three different routing schemes in sparse networks.
The simulations with contention use the scheduling mechanism and interference model described in Section 3.7.1. The
expected maximum cluster size (x-axis) is defined as the percentage of total nodes in the largest connected component
(cluster) and is a metric to measure connectivity in sparse networks [38]. The routing schemes compared are: epidemic
routing [41], randomized flooding [40] and spraying based routing [39].

3.7.1 The Framework

We assume that there areM nodes moving in a two dimensional torus of areaN . We also assume that each
node acts as a source sending packets to a randomly selected destination. Finally, we assume the following
radio model.
Radio Model: An analytical model for the radio has to define the following two properties: (i) when will two
nodes be within each other’s range, (ii) and when is a transmission betweentwo nodes successful. (Note that
we define two nodes to be within range if the packets they send to each other are received successfully with a
non-zero probability.) If one assumes a simple distance-based attenuation model without any channel fading
or interference from other nodes, then two nodes can successfully exchange packets without any loss only if
the distance between them is less than a deterministic valueK (also referred to as the transmission range),
else they cannot exchange any packet at all. The value ofK depends on the transmission power and the dis-
tance attenuation parameter. However, in presence of a fading channeland interference from other nodes, even
though two nodes can potentially exchange packets if the distance between them is less thanK, a transmission
between them might not go through. A transmission is successful only whenthe signal to interference ratio (SIR)
is greater than some desired threshold.

We assume the following radio model: (i) Two nodes are within each other’s range if the distance be-
tween them is less thanK, and (ii) any transmission between the two is successful only if the SIR is greater
than a desired thresholdΘ. Note that this model is not equivalent to a circular disk model because any
transmission between two nodes with a distance less thanK is successful with a certain probability that
depends on the fading channel model and the amount of interference from other nodes.

We now present the framework for a mobility model with a uniform node locationdistribution. Com-
monly used mobility models like random direction and random waypoint on a torussatisfy this assump-
tion [12, 35]. The proposed framework can be easily extended to any other mobility model [26] in which the
process governing the mobility of nodes is stationary and the movement of each node is independent of each
other.
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We first identify the three manifestations of contention and describe how do they affect message ex-
change.
Finite Bandwidth: When two nodes meet, they might have more than one packet to exchange. Say two
nodes can exchangesBW packets during a unit of time. If they move out of the range of each other, they will
have to wait until they meet again to transfer more packets. The number of packets which can be exchanged
in a unit of time is a function of the packet size and the bandwidth of the links. Weassume the packet size and
the bandwidth of the links to be given, hencesBW is assumed to be a given network parameter. We also
assume that thesBW packets to be exchanged are randomly selected from amongst the packetsthe two nodes
want to exchange6.
Scheduling:We assume an ideal CSMA-CA scheduling mechanism is in place which avoids any simultane-
ous transmission within one hop from the transmitter and the receiver. Nodeswithin range of each other and
having at least one packet to exchange are assumed to contend for the channel. For ease of analysis, we also as-
sume that time is slotted. At the start of the time slot, all node pairs contend for the channel and once a node pair
captures the medium, it retains the medium for the entire time slot.
Interference: Even though the scheduling mechanism is ensuring that no simultaneous transmissions are tak-
ing place within one hop from the transmitter and the receiver, there is no restriction on simultaneous transmis-
sions taking place outside the scheduling area. These transmissions act asnoise for each other and hence can lead
to packet corruption.

In the absence of contention, two nodes would exchange all the packets they want to exchange whenever
they come within range of each other. Contention will result in a loss of such transmission opportunities. This
loss can be caused by either of the three manifestations of contention. In general, these three manifestations
are not independent of each other. We now propose a framework which uses conditioning to separate their
effect and analyze each of them independently.
Main Idea: Lets look at a particular packet, label it packetA. Suppose two nodesi andj are within range
of each other at the start of a time slot and they want to exchange this packet. Let ptxS denote the proba-
bility that they will successfully exchange the packet during that time slot. First, we look at how the three
manifestations of contention can cause the loss of this transmission opportunity.

Finite Bandwidth: LetEbw denote the event that the finite link bandwidth allows nodesi andj to ex-
change packetA. The probability of this event depends on the total number of packets whichnodesi andj
want to exchange. Let there be a total ofS distinct packets in the system at the given time (label this event
ES). Let there bes, 0 ≤ s ≤ S−1, other packets (other than packetA) which nodesi andj want to exchange
(label this eventES

s ). If s ≥ sBW , then thesBW packets exchanged are randomly selected from amongst these
s + 1 packets. Thus,P (Ebw) =

∑

S P (ES)
(

∑sBW −1
s=0 P (ES

s ) +
∑S−1

s=sBW

sBW

s+1 P (ES
s )
)

. To simplify the analy-
sis, we make our first approximation here by replacing the random variableS by its expected value in the ex-
pression forP (Ebw)7 (see Equation (14) for the final expression forP (Ebw)). Note that simulations results
presented in [26] verify that this approximation does not have a drastic effect on the accuracy of the analysis.

Scheduling: LetEsch denote the event that the scheduling mechanism allows nodesi andj to exchange
packets. The scheduling mechanism prohibits any other transmission within one hop from the transmitter
and the receiver. Hence, to findP (Esch), we have to determine the number of transmitter-receiver pairs which

6Note that assuming a random queueing discipline yields the same results as FIFO in our setting (yet simplifies analysis).
This is so because a work conserving queue yields the same queueing delay for constant size packets irrespective of whether the
queue service discipline is FIFO or random queueing. In addition, due to packet homogeneity (all packets are treated the same) the
expected end-to-end delay will also be the same. Of course, if packet homogeneity is lost, for example by assigning higher priority to
packets that are closer to their destination, the expected end-to-end delaywill decrease as packets with a smaller end-to-end service
requirement will be serviced first.

7We incorporate the arrival process throughE[S] in the analysis.E[S] depends on the arrival rate through Little’s Theorem.
Thus, after deriving the expected end-to-end delay for a routing scheme in terms ofE[S], Little’s Theorem can be used to express the
delay in terms of only the arrival rate.
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have at least one packet to exchange and are contending with thei-j pair. Let there bea nodes within one
hop from the transmitter and the receiver (label it eventEa) and let there bec nodes within two hops but not
within one hop from the transmitter and the receiver (label it eventEc). Thesec nodes have to be accounted
for because a node at the edge of the scheduling area can be within the transmission range of one of these
c nodes and will contend with the desired transmitter/receiver pair. Lett(a, c) denote the expected number of
possible transmissions contending with thei-j pair. By symmetry, all the contending nodes are equally likely
to capture the channel. So,P (Esch | Ea, Ec) = 1/t(a, c).

Interference: LetEinter denote the event that the transmission of packetA is not corrupted due to inter-
ference given that nodesi andj exchanged this packet. Let there beM − a nodes outside the transmitter’s
scheduling area (this is equivalent to eventEa). If two of these nodes are within the transmission range of
each other, then they can exchange packets which will increase the interference for the transmission between
i andj. Lets label the event that packetA is successfully exchanged inspite of the interference caused by
theseM − a nodes asIM−a. Then,P (Einter | Ea) = P (IM−a).

PacketA will be successfully exchanged by nodesi andj only if the following three events occur: (i) the
scheduling mechanism allows these nodes to exchange packets, (ii) nodesi andj decide to exchange packet
A from amongst the other packets they want to exchange, and (iii) this transmission does not get corrupted
due to interference from transmissions outside the scheduling area. Thus,

ptxS = P (Ebw)
∑

a,c

P (Ea, Ec)P (Esch | Ea, Ec)P (Einter | Ea)

=





sBW −1
∑

s=0

P (EE[S]
s ) +

E[S]−1
∑

s=sBW

sBW P (E
E[S]
s )

s + 1



×
∑

a,c

P (Ea)P (Ec | Ea)P (IM−a)

t(a, c)
. (14)

Expressions for the unknown values on Equation (14) can be easily derived using geometric arguments.
Please refer to [26] for details.

We next study how does the optimal spraying scheme change after incorporating contention in the analy-
sis. We first state a sequence of lemmas which state the expected delay expressions for source spray and wait
(spraying scheme in which only source is allowed to spray copies) and fast spray and wait [26] (which yields
a lower bound on binary spray and wait). We will then use these delay expressions to illustrate if and how the
conclusions drawn in the previous sections change.

Before stating the lemmas, we define two additional mobility properties. The delayexpressions will be
stated in terms of these two.

Inter-Meeting Time Let nodesi andj start from within range of each other at time0 and then move out of
range of each other at timet1, that ist1 = mint{t : ‖Xi(t)−Xj(t)‖ > K}. The inter meeting time (M+

mm)
of the two nodes is defined as the time it takes them to first come within range of each other again, that is
M+

mm = mint{t − t1 : t > t1, ‖Xi(t) − Xj(t)‖ ≤ K}.

Contact Time Assume that nodesi andj come within range of each other at time0. The contact timeτmm

is defined as the time they remain in contact with each other before moving out ofthe range of each other, that
is τmm = mint{t − 1 : ‖Xi(t) − Xj(t)‖ > K}.

Now we state the delay expressions for the two spraying schemes. LetE[Dmm
ssw (m)] denote the expected

time it takes for the number of nodes having a copy of the packet to increasefrom m tom+1 for source spray
and wait routing. First, we state the valueE[Dmm

ssw (m)], and then state the expected end-to-end delay for
source spray and wait (denoted byE[Dmm

ssw ]) in terms ofE[Dmm
ssw (m)].

Lemma 3.8 E[Dmm
ssw (m)] =

{

E[Mmm]
(M−1)pssw

success
1 ≤ m < L

E[Mmm]
Lpssw

success
m = L

wherepssw
success = 1 − (1 − pssw

txS )
E[τmm].
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Theorem 3.6 E[Dmm
ssw ] =

∑L

i=1 pssw
dest(i)

∑i

m=1 E[Dmm
ssw (m)].

Similarly, let E[Dmm
fsw(m)] denote the expected time it takes for the number of nodes having a copy

of the packet to increase fromm to m + 1 for fast spray and wait routing. Again, first we state the value
E[Dmm

fsw(m)], and then state the expected end-to-end delay for fast spray and wait (denoted byE[Dmm
fsw]).

Lemma 3.9 E[Dmm
fsw(m)] =

{

E[Mmm]

m(M−m)pfsw
success

1 ≤ m < L
E[Mmm]

Lp
fsw
success

m = L
wherepfsw

success = 1 −
(

1 − pfsw
txS

)E[τmm]

.

Theorem 3.7 E[Dmm
fsw] =

∑L

i=1 pfsw
dest(i)

∑i

m=1 E[Dmm
fsw(m)].

We now re-visit the three fundamental questions related to spraying-based schemes and comment on
how do the conclusions drawn without considering contention change after incorporating contention in the
analysis.
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Figure 13: (a) Minimum value of L which achieves the target expected delay for source spray and wait.
(b) L against expected delay (with contention). Network parameters: N = 100 × 100,K = 8,M = 150,Θ =

5, E[S] = 70, T stop = 0, v = 1, sBW = 1.

3.7.2 Deciding the Right Number of Copies

This section studies the error introduced by ignoring contention when one has to find the minimum value of
L (the number of copies sprayed) in order for a spraying-based schemeto achieve a specific expected
delay. (Note that we want the minimum value ofL which achieves the target delay as bigger values of L
consume more resources.) We choose the source spray and wait schemewith the random waypoint mobility
model as the case study in this section. We numerically solve the expression for E[Drwp

ssw ] in Theorem 3.6 to
find the minimum value ofL which achieves a target delay and plot it in Figure 13(a) both with and without
contention for a sparse network. (For the expected delay of source spray and wait without contention, we use
the expression derived in [39].) This figure shows that an analysis without contention would be accurate for
smaller values ofL (smaller values ofL generate lower contention in the network), however it would predict
that one can use a large number of copies to achieve a target expected delay which actually will not be achiev-
able in practice due to contention. For example, the analysis without contentionindicates that a delay of50 time
units is achievable withL = 23 while the contention-aware analysis indicates that it is not achievable. Figure 13(b)
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shows thatL = 23 results in an expected delay of more than118 time units, which is also achievable byL = 5.
Thus choosing a value ofL based on predictions from a contention-ignorant analysis led to a value ofdelay which
is not only much higher than expected but also would have been achieved by nearly four times fewer copies. Thus,
we conclude that the analysis without contention will give accurate results only for smaller values ofL, and larger
values ofL should not be chosen as they merely create more contention without reducing the expected delay.
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Figure 14:Comparison of fast spray and wait and source spray and wait: Expected number of copies spread vs time
elapsed since the packet was generated. Network parameters: N = 100 × 100 square units,K = 5,Θ = 5, sBW =

1 packet/time slot,L = 20. Expected maximum cluster size (metric to measure connectivity) for these network
parameters is equal to4.6% for M = 100 and5.2% for M = 250.

3.7.3 Routing Each Copy Separately

Utility-based forwarding reduces the number of copies required (L) to achieve a given delay. Thus it reduces
contention in the spraying phase. However, after copies have been distributed, it requires multiple message
exchanges in the focus phase which increases contention. Amongst the two, the contention reduction in the
spraying phase dominates, hence, the conclusions drawn without incorporating contention in the analysis
still hold. We give a numerical example to support this claim in Section 4.4.3.

3.7.4 Distributing Copies

As shown in Section 3.5, spraying copies as fast as possible is the best way to spread copies if all the
relay nodes are equal/homogeneous. To answer whether spraying the copies as fast as possible is optimal
with contention, we compare fast source spray and wait and source spray and wait for the random waypoint
mobility model. Since fast spray and wait spreads copies whenever there isany opportunity to do so, it has
the minimum spraying time when there is no contention in the network. On the other hand, since source spray
and wait does not use relays to forward copies, it is one of the slower spraying mechanisms when there is no
contention in the network.

Now we study how fast the two schemes spread copies of a packet when there is contention in the
network. Figure 14 plots the number of copies spread as a function of the timeelapsed since the packet
was generated. Somewhat surprisingly, depending on the density of the network, source spray and wait
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can spray copies faster than fast spray and wait. This occurs because fast spray and wait generates more
contention around the source as it tries to transmit at every possible transmission opportunity. Such a
behavior is expected for dense networks, but these results show that increased contention can deteriorate
fast spray and wait’s performance even in sparse networks. This issue is more aggravated in vehicular
networks as contact durations are small. In general, unless the network isvery sparse, strategies which
spray copies slower yield better performance than more aggressive schemes thanks to reducing contention.

4 Analysis with Realistic Mobility Models - “Community-based Mobility
Model”

To understand the performance of spray and focus routing with realistic vehicle mobility, we propose a new
mobility model. Like a good mobility model, the proposed model has the following threecharacteristics:
(i) it capturesrealistic vehicular mobility patterns of scenarios in which one wants to eventually operate
the network; (ii) at the same time the proposed model ismathematically tractable; this is very important
to allow the derivation of performance bounds and to understand the limitationsof various protocols under
the given scenario; (iii) finally, it isflexible enough to provide qualitatively and quantitatively different
mobility characteristics by changing some parameters of the model, yet in a repeatable and scalable manner
as designing a new mobility model for each existing or new scenario is undesirable.

The proposed model is atime-variant community mobility model, and is referred to as the TVC model.
One salient characteristic in the TVC model islocation preference. Another important characteristic is the
time-dependent, periodical behaviorof nodes. To our best knowledge, this is the firstsynthetic mobility
modelthat captures non-homogeneous behavior in bothspaceandtime.

To establish the flexibility of our TVC model we show that we can match its two prominent properties,
location visiting preferencesandperiodical re-appearance, with a vehicle mobility trace[2].

Finally, in addition to the improved realism, the TVC model can be mathematically treatedto derive
analytical expressions for important mobility properties of interest, such asthe meeting time, the inter-
meeting time etc. We illustrate how to derive the statistics of these quantities, and thenuse them to derive
expressions for spray and focus routing for a particular instantiation ofthe model.

4.1 Time-variant Community Mobility Model

After analyzing a large number of traces [24], we observed two importantproperties that are common in all
of them: (a)skewed location visiting preferencesand (b)time-dependent mobility behavior[23]. Spcifically,
the location visiting preferencerefers to the percentage of time a node spends at a given location and the
time-dependent mobility behaviorrefers to the observation that nodes visit different locations, depending on
the time of the day. We believe that these two properties are prevalent in any human-driven mobility. This
belief is supported by typical daily activities of humans: most of us tend to spend most time at a handful of
frequently visited locations, and a recurrent daily or weekly schedule is an inseparable part of our lives. It
is essential to design a model that captures such spatial-temporal preferences of human mobility in many
contexts.

We next present the design of ourtime-variant community (TVC) mobility model. We illustrate the model
with an example in Fig. 15 and use this example to introduce the notations we use (see Table 2) in the rest of
the paper.

First, to induceskewed location visiting preferences, we define somecommunities(or heavily-visited ge-
ographic areas). Take time period 1 (TP1) in Fig. 15 as an example, the communities are denoted asComm1

j

and each of them is a square geographical area with edge lengthC1
j .8 A node visits these communities with

8For all parameters used in the paper, we follow the convention that the subscript of a quantity represents its community index,
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Table 2: Parameters of the time-variant community mobility model1

N Edge length of simulation area
V Number of time periods
T t Duration oft-th time period
St Number of communities in time periodt
Ct

j Edge length of communityj in time periodt
Commt

j Thej-th community during time periodt
pt

i,j The probability to choose communityj when
the previous community isi, during time periodt

πt
j Stationary probability of an epoch in

communityj during time periodt
vmin, vmax, v Minimum, maximum, and average speed1

Dmax,j , Dj Maximum and average pause time after each epoch1

Lj Average epoch length for communityj
P t

move,j |P t
pause,j Probability that a node is moving| pausing

when being in communityj during periodt
P t

j Fraction of time the node is in
statej (P t

j = P t
move,j + P t

pause,j)
K Transmission range of nodes

A(at
j , b

t
k) The overlapped area betweenCommt

j of nodea

andCommt
k of nodeb

wt A specific relationship between a target coordinate
and the communities in time periodt

Ωt The set of all possible relationships between
a target coordinate and the communities in time periodt

Ph(wt) Unit-time hitting probability
under the specific scenariowt

PH(wt) Hitting probability for a time periodt
under specific scenariowt

P t
m Unit-time meeting probability in time periodt

P t
M Meeting probability for a time periodt
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differentprobabilities(details are given later) to capture its spatial preference in mobility. In the TVC model,
the mobility process of a node consists ofepochsin these communities. When the node chooses to have an
epochin communityj (we say thatthe node is in statej during this epoch), it starts from the end point of
the previous epoch withinComm1

j and the epoch length (movement distance) is drawn from an exponential

distribution with averageLj , in the same order of the community edge length. The node then picks a random
speed uniformly in[vmin, vmax], and a direction (angle) uniformly in[0, 2π], and performs a random direc-
tion movement within the chosen community with the chosen epoch length9. The first difference between the
TVC model and the standard Random Direction model is hence the spatial preference and location-dependent
behavior. Note that, a node can still roam around the whole simulation area during some epochs, by assigning an
additional community that corresponds to the whole simulation field (e.g.Comm1

3). We refer to such epochs as
roaming epochs.

We next explain how a node selects the next community for a sequence of epochs. At the completion of
an epoch, the node remains stationary for a pause time uniformly chosen in[0, Dmax,j ]. Then, depending on
its current statei and time periodt, the node chooses the next epoch to be in communityj with probability
pt

i,j . This community selection process is essentially a time-variant Markov chain that captures the spa-
tial and temporal dependencies in nodal mobility and thus makes the community selection process in the
TVC model non-i.i.d., an important feature absent in many synthetic mobility models even if they consider
non-uniform mobility features. Now, if the end point of the previous epochis inCommt

j (this can be the case
when the node has two consecutive epochs inCommt

j , or Commt
j containsCommt

i), the node starts the
next epoch directly. If, on the other hand, the node is currently not inCommt

j , atransitional epochis inserted
to bridge the two epochs in disjoint communities. The node selects a random coordinate point in the next
community, moves directly towards this point on the shortest straight path with a random speed drawn from[vmin,
vmax], and then continues with an epoch in the next community. Hence the movement trajectory of a node is al-
ways continuous in space.

We next introduce the structure in time. To capture time-dependent behavior, one creates multipletime
periodswith different community and parameter settings. As an example, there areV = 3 time periods with
durationT 1, T 2, andT 3 in Fig. 15. These time periods follow aperiodic structure(e.g., a simple recurrent
structure in Fig. 15 or the weekly schedule in Fig. 16). This setup naturally captures thetemporal preferences
(e.g., go to work during the days and home during the nights) andperiodicityin human mobility. On the time
boundaries between time periods, each node continues with its ongoing epoch, and decides the next epoch
according to the new parameter settings in the new time period when it finishes thecurrent epoch.

As a final note, we choose to construct the TVC model with simple building blocks introduced above
due to its amenability to theoretical analysis [35] and flexibility. To further explain the flexibility of our TVC
model, we note that the number of communities in each time period (denoted asSt) can be different, and
the communities can overlap (as in TP1 in Fig. 15) or contain each other (as in TP2 in Fig. 15). Finally, the
time period structure, communities, and all other parameters could be assigneddifferently for each nodeto
capture node-dependent mobility (e.g., people following different schedules, with different working places,
etc.), while nodes can share some communities (i.e., the popular locations) as well. This construction allows
for maximum flexibility when setting up the simulations for nodes with heterogeneous behaviors10.

and the superscript represents the time period index.
9To avoid boundary effects, if the node hits the community boundary it is re-inserted from the other end of the area (i.e., ”torus”

boundaries). Note that we could also choose random waypoint or random walk models for the type of movement during each epoch.
10When necessary, we use a pair of parentheses to include the node ID for a particular parameter, e.g.,Ct

j(i) denotes the edge
length of thej-th community during time periodt for nodei.
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Figure 15: Illustration of a generic scenario of time-variant mobility model, with three time periods and
different numbers of communities in each time period.
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Figure 16: An illustration of a simple weekly schedule, where we use time period1 (TP1) to capture weekday
working hour, TP2 to capture night time, and TP3 to capture weekend day time.

4.2 Model Validation

The TVC model described in the previous section provides a general framework to model a wide range of
mobility scenarios. In this section, our aim is to demonstrate the model’s flexibility and validate its realism
by generating synthetic traces from the model, with matching mobility characteristics to a well-known,
publicly-available VANET trace. However, it is important to note that the use of such a model is not merely
to match it with any specific trace instance available; this is only done for validation and calibration purposes.
Rather, the goal is to be able to reproduce a much larger range of realistic mobility instances than a single
trace can provide11.

We first outline a general 3-step systematic process to construct specificmobility scenarios. Then,
we demonstrate our success to generate matching mobility characteristics with three qualitatively differ-
ent traces. All the parameter values we use in this section are also available in[6].
STEP 1: Determine the Structure in Space and Time
• (1.1 Number of communities) Each community in the TVC model corresponds to a location visited fre-
quently by nodes. The number of communities needed is thus determined by howclosely one wants the
mobility characteristics to match with the curves. Due to the nature of skewed location visiting prefer-
ence, in our experience, only two or three communities are needed to capture up to 85% of the user
online time spent at the most popular locations. Such a simple spatial structure yields simple theoretical
expressions. However, if one wants the model to capture more details (e.g.,for detailed simulation), the user
can instantiate as many communities as needed to explicitly represent the less visited locations.

11We have made our mobility trace generator available at [6]. The tool provides mobility traces in both ns-2 compatible format and
time-location (i.e.,(t, x, y)) format.
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• (1.2 Location of communities) If the map of the target environment is available, one should observe the
map and identify the points of attraction in the given environment to assign the communities accordingly.
Alternatively, if the map is not available, one can instantiate communities atrandom locations.
• (1.3 Time period structure) Typically, human activities are bounded by daily and weekly schedules so a
time period structure shown in Fig. 16 would suffice for most applications. Ifcapturing finer behavior based
on time-of-day is necessary, one could additionally split the day into time periods with different mobile node
behavior.
STEP 2: Assign Other ParametersAfter the space/time structure is determined, one has to determine the

remaining parameters for each community and time period. This includesπt
j , Dt

j , andLt
j , which represent

the stationary probability (which is calculated after selecting properpt
i,j ’s that lead to a desired stationary

distribution using simple Markov chain theory), average pause time, and average epoch length, respectively,
at communityj during time periodt.
• The average epoch length in each community,Lt

j , should be at least in the same order as the edge length
of the community,Ct

j . This is to ensure that the end point of the epoch becomes almost independent of its
starting point, since the mixing time of the corresponding process becomes quitesmall. (The motivation for
this requirement is to keep the theoretical analysis tractable.)
• The average duration the node stays in communityj is given byπt

j(D
t
j + Lt

j/v). The ratio between the
durations the node stays in each community shapes the location visiting preference curve.
• The highest peak of the re-appearance probability curve is determined by the weighted average proba-
bility of the node appearing in the same community during the same type of time period.This value is
∑V

t=1
T t

PV
k=1 T k

∑St

j=1(P
t
j )

2, whereP t
j denotes the fraction of time the node spends in communityj.

STEP 3: Adjust User On-off Pattern (Optional) The mobility trace generated by the TVC model is an
“always-on” mobility trajectory (i.e., the mobile nodes are always present somewhere in the simulation
field). However, in some situations some nodes might be absent occasionally. Thus one may need to make
optionaladjustments to turn nodes off in the generated trace, depending on the actual environment to match
with. To address this we assign a probabilityPon,j as the probability for the node to be “on” in communityj.

We now show thatskewed location visiting preferencesandperiodical re-appearanceare also prominent
mobility properties in vehicle mobility traces. We obtain a vehicle movement trace from [2], a website that
tracks participating taxis in the greater San Francisco area. We process a40-day trace obtained between Sep.
22, 2006 and Nov. 1, 2006 for 549 taxis to obtain their mobility characteristics. The results are shown in
Figures 17(a) and 17(b) with the labelVehicle-trace.

We use30 communities and the weekly time schedule in (STEP1). We need more communities for
this trace as the taxis are more mobile and visit more places than people on university campuses. From the
actual trace, we discover that the taxis are offline (i.e., not reporting theirlocations) when not in operation.
Hence we assume that the nodes are “on” only when they are moving. The pause times between epochs are
considered as breaks in taxi operation. Therefore in (STEP3),P t

on,j = (Lt
j/v)/(Dt

j + Lt
j/v), and we adjust

the parameters in a similar way as described in the previous section. The curves in Figures 17(a) and 17(b)
with label Model match with the curves withVehicle-tracelabel well. As a final note, although vehicular
movements are generally constrained by streets and our TVC model does not capture such microscopic
behaviors, designated paths and other constraints could still be added in the model’s map (for vehicular or
human mobility) without losing its basic properties. We defer this for future work.

4.3 Derivation of Meeting and Inter-meeting Times

One of the biggest advantages of our model is that, in addition to the realism, it isalso analytically tractable
with respect to the important mobility properties required to analyze protocol performance. In this section,
we demonstrate this property by deriving the meeting and the inter-meeting times for a specific instantiation
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Figure 17: Matching mobility characteristics of the synthetic trace to the vehicle mobility trace. (a) Location
visiting preferences. (b) Periodical re-appearance.

of the model. We refer to this instantiation as the community-based mobility model as it ignores the time-
dependencies.

Community-based Model Nodes move inside the network as follows:

• each nodei has a local communityCi of size‖Ci‖ = c2N, c ∈ (0, 1]; a node’s movement consists of a
sequence of local and roaming epochs.

• a local epochis a Random Direction movement12 restricted inside areaCi with average epoch length
Lc equal to the expected distance between two points uniformly chosen inCi.

• a roaming epochis a Random Direction movement in the entire network with expected lengthL.

• (local state L)if the previous epoch of nodei was a local one, the next epoch is a local one with
probabilityp

(i)
l , or a roaming epoch with probability1 − p

(i)
l .

• (roaming state R)if the previous epoch of nodei was a roaming one, the next epoch is a roaming one
with probabilityp

(i)
r , or a local one with probability1 − p

(i)
r .

Lemma 4.1 calculates some useful probabilities, and follows easily from elementary probability theory.

Lemma 4.1 Let us denote asπ(i)
l and π

(i)
r the probability that a given epoch of nodei is a local or a

roaming one, respectively. Let us further denote the probability that, at any time, the node is: (a) moving in
local epoch asp(i)

ml, (b) moving in roaming epoch asp(i)
mr, (c) pausing after a local epoch asp(i)

pl , (d) pausing

after a roaming epoch asp(i)
pr . Then:

π
(i)
l =

1 − p
(i)
r

2 − p
(i)
l − p

(i)
r

, π
(i)
r =

1−p
(i)
l

2−p
(i)
l

−p
(i)
r

p
(i)
ml =

π
(i)
l

Lc

v

π
(i)
l T l + π

(i)
r T r

, p
(i)
mr =

π
(i)
r

L
v

π
(i)
l T l + π

(i)
r T r

, p
(i)
pl =

π
(i)
l

T
l
stop

π
(i)
l

T l+π
(i)
r T r

, p
(i)
pr =

π
(i)
r T stop

π
(i)
l

T l+π
(i)
r T r

.

Table 3 summarizes the new notation specific to the community model described above. We will focus
here on the case where each nodei has its own communityCi, but all nodes have the same mobility charac-
teristics, that is,p(i)

l = pl andp
(i)
r = pr, ∀i (i.e. drop the(i) from all probabilities). The heterogeneous case is

only a straightforward extension of this [35].

Meeting Time: To compute the expected meeting time, we break the problem into the following two cases:
(i) non-overlapped communities, which refers to the case where the communities of the two nodes under
study are disjoint, and (ii)overlapped communities, which refers to the case where the communities of the
two nodes are the same. (We ignore partial overlap to simplify analysis.) Eachof these two cases are analyzed
separately, and then we take a weighted average over the two cases. Thefollowing theorem states the result.

12Note that each node could also perform Random Waypoint movement in each epoch, instead of Random Direction.
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Table 3: Notation for the Community-based mobility model
Ci community of nodei: ‖Ci‖ = c2N, c ∈ (0, 1]

pl probability that next epoch is local,
given that previous epoch was local

pr probability that next epoch is roaming,
given that previous epoch was roaming

πl probability that a given epoch is a local one
πr probability that a given epoch is a roaming one
pmr probability that a node is in roaming state and moving
pml probability that a node is in local state and moving
ppr probability that a node is in roaming state and pausing
ppl probability that a node is in local state and pausing
Lc expected length of local epoch

T
l
stop expected pause time for a local epoch

T l expected local epoch duration (Lc/v + T
l
stop)

T r expected roaming epoch duration (L/v + T stop)

Theorem 4.1 The probability distribution of the meeting timeMcomm under the Community-based mobility
model can be approximated by the weighted sum of two exponential distributions, with expected v alue:

EMcomm = (1 − c2)EMcomm,diff + c2EMcomm,same. (15)

where,

EMcomm,diff =

»

2Kv

N

`

v̂rd((pmr + pml)
2 − p2

ml) + (2pmr(ppr + ppl)) + (2pmlppr)
´

–

−1

EMcomm,same =

"

2Kv

N

 

v̂rdp2
ml

c2
+

2pmlppl

c2
+ v̂rd

“

(pmr + pml)
2 − p2

ml

”

+ 2pmr(ppr + ppl) + 2pmlppr

!#

−1

are the expected meeting time for nodes with non-overlapping and overlapping communities, respectively.

As a special case, in some real-life situations each node tends to move most ofthe time in a very
small area that is different for each node (e.g. at home), and that couldbe entirely covered by the node’s
antenna, while the network might be much larger (e.g. a city-wide wireless Metropolitan Area Network). In
this case, the probability distribution for the meeting time can be again approximatedby a single exponential,
simplifying some derivative results.

Corollary 4.1 (Small Community) When the community size of nodes is much smaller than the network
area (‖Ci‖ ≪ N), the meeting timeEM

(small)
comm under the Community-based Random Direction model is

exponentially distributed with mean value:

EM (small)
comm =

ETrd + 1−pr

1−pl

N
2KL

T
l
stop

pc
mv̂rd + 2(1 − pc

m)
, (16)

wherepc
m = (1−pl)L/v

(1−pr)T
l
stop+(1−pl)T r

.

Inter-meeting Time: To calculate the inter-meeting times, we again condition on the two subcases of over-
lapping and non-overlapping communities. We first state the result for the simpler case of non-overlapping
communities.
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Figure 18: Simulation and analytical results for the Community-based mobility model.(a) Meeting time. (b)
Inter-meeting time. Network parameters:N = 500 × 500, L = 150, pl = 0.9, pr = 0.5, v = 1.0, T stop =

T
l
stop = 0.

Lemma 4.2 The expected inter-meeting time for nodes with non-overlapped communitiesisEM+
comm,diff =

EMcomm,diff .

When the communities of the two nodes overlap, then the situation becomes slightly more complicated.
Specifically, if the two nodes meet within their community, there is a high probability that they will meet
again quite fast. The following lemma states the result.

Lemma 4.3 The expected inter-meeting time for nodes with overlapping communities is

EM+
comm,same = p+

1 E[M+
1 ] + p+

2 E[M+
2 ] + (1 − p+

1 − p+
2 )EMcomm,same, (17)

where (i)p+
1 is the probability that when the two nodes met, both were in their local states andonly one of the

nodes was moving, andE[M+
1 ] is the expected inter-meeting time for this case, (iii)p+

2 is the probability that
when the two nodes met, both were in their local states and moving, andE[M+

2 ] is the expected inter-meeting
time for this latter case.

We next state the value of the expected inter-meeting time,EM+
comm, in terms ofEM+

comm,same and
EM+

comm,diff in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 The expected inter-meeting time of the Community-based mobility model is

EM+
comm = (1 − c2)EM+

comm,diff + c2EM+
comm,same. (18)

More results as well as the derivation of all the results presented in this section and the expressions for
p+
1 , E[M+

1 ], p+
2 andE[M+

2 ] can be found in [36].

Accuracy of the Analysis: Figures 18(a) and 18(b) compare the analytical and simulation results for the
expected meeting and inter-meeting times under the Community-based mobility model. As can be seen,
theory matches simulations quite closely.

4.4 Analyzing Spraying-based Routing Schemes

In this section, we state the expected delay values for epidemic routing, fastspray and wait and fast spray
and focus. Please refer to [26] for the derivation of these values. Westudy epidemic routing as it forms
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the basic building block of fast spraying. To simplify the presentation in this section, we assume that there
arer small communities, and these communities are assumed to be small enough such thatall nodes within a
community are within each other’s range. We also assume that the nodes spend most of their time within their
respective communities. Finally, we assume that the number of nodes sharinga community is equal across all
r communities, that is the number of nodes sharing a community is equal toM

r .

4.4.1 Epidemic Routing

This section derives the expected delay of epidemic routing for the community-based mobility model. Since
each node spends most of its time within its community (which impliesE[Mcomm,diff ] >> E[Mcomm,same]),
we make an approximation to simplify the exposition by assuming that with high probability, a node starting
from its stationary location distribution will first meet a node within its own community than a node belong-
ing to a different community. This implies that once a node gets a copy of a packet, with high probability,
all members of its community will get the copy before any node outside its community.A simple outcome of
this is that the firstM

r
− 1 nodes to get a copy of the packet belong to the source’s community.

We first state how much time it takes for all nodes within the source’s community to get a copy of the
packet. This derivation is different from all the derivations in previoussections becauseE[Mcomm,same] 6=
E[M+

comm,same]. Thus, we need to keep track of which pair of nodes have met in the past but were unable
to successfully exchange the packet. We model the system using the following state space:(m,mp) where
1 ≤ m ≤ M

r
is the number of nodes which have a copy of the packet and0 ≤ mp ≤ m

(

M
r
− m

)

is the number
of node pairs such that only one node of the pair has a copy of the packet, they have met at least once after
the node (which has the copy) received its copy, and they were unable tosuccessfully exchange this packet
in their past meetings. LetE[Din(m)] denote the expected time it takes for the number of nodes having a
copy of the packet to increase fromm tom+1 givenm < M

r
(which implies that all nodes within the source’s

community have not yet received a copy of the packet).

Lemma 4.4 E[Din(m)] =
∑m(M

r
−m)

mp=0 pm,mp

E[Tm,mp ]

1−p
self
m,mp

, whereE[Tm,mp
] is the expected time elapsed till one

of the nodes not having a copy meets a node having a copy of the packetgiven that the system is in state
(m,mp), pself

m,mp
is the probability that the system remains in the state(m,mp) after these nodes (which met

afterE[Tm,mp
]) are unable to successfully exchange the packet, andpm,mp is the probability that the system

visits state(m, mp).

Please refer to [26] for the expressions ofE[Tm,mp ], pself
m,mp andpm,mp .

Next, we state the value ofE[Dcomm
epidemic(m)] which is the expected time it takes for the number of nodes

having a copy of the packet to increase fromm to m + 1.

Lemma 4.5 E[Dcomm
epidemic(m)] =

{

E[Din

(

rem
(

m, M
r

))

if rem
(

m, M
r

)

6= 0
E[Mcomm,diff ]

m(M−m)pepidemic
success2

if rem
(

m, M
r

)

= 0
where pepidemic

success2 = 1 −
(

1 − pepidemic
txS2

)E[τcomm,diff ]

andrem(x, y) is the remainder left after dividingx byy.

Finally, we derive the expected delay of epidemic routing for the community based mobility model
(denoted byE[Dcomm

epidemic]) in terms ofE[Dcomm
epidemic(m)] .

Theorem 4.3 E[Dcomm
epidemic] =

∑M−1
i=1

1
M−1

∑i

m=1 E[Dcomm
epidemic(m)].
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4.4.2 Fast Spray and Wait

This section derives the expected delay of fast spray and wait routing scheme for the community-based
mobility model. As before, first we derive the value ofE[Dcomm

fsw (m)]. Form < L (in the spray phase), the
value ofE[Dcomm

fsw (m)] is derived in a manner similar to the derivation ofE[Dcomm
epidemic(m)] as flooding is used

to spread theL copies in the spray phase. Next, we state the value ofE[Dcomm
fsw (L)] which is the expected time

to find the destination in the wait phase.

Lemma 4.6 E[Dcomm
fsw (L)] =

M
r
−l̂

M−L

(

∑l̂(M
r
−l̂)

mp=0 p
l̂,mp

E[T mp
M
r

−l̂

]

)

+
(

1 −
M
r
−l̂

M−L

)

E[Mcomm,diff ]

Lp
fsw
success2

, wherêl = rem
(

L, M
r

)

,

E[Ts] is the expected time till the destination receives a copy of the packet given there ares nodes belonging
to the destination’s community which were unable to successfully exchange the packet with the destination in

the past, andpfsw
success2 = 1 −

(

1 − pfsw
txS2

)E[τcomm,diff ]

.

Finally, we derive the expected delay of fast spray and wait for the community based mobility model
(denoted byE[Dcomm

fsw ]) in terms ofE[Dcomm
fsw (m)] .

Theorem 4.4 E[Dcomm
fsw ] =

∑L

i=1 pfsw
dest(i)

∑i

m=1 E[Dcomm
fsw (m)].
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Figure 19:Comparison of fast spray and wait and fast spray and focus. Average number of transmissions required
to deliver the packet to the destination vs target expected delay. Network parameters:N = 500 × 500 square units,
M = 40,K = 20,Θ = 5, sBW = 1 packet/time slot,pl = 0.8, pr = 0.15, r = 4.

4.4.3 Fast Spray and Focus

For community-based mobility models, [25] proposed the use of a simpler function as a utility function for
their ‘Label’ scheme: If a relay meets a node which belongs to the same communityas the destination, the
relay hands over its copy to the new node. We use this simple and effective utility function to route copies of
the packet in the focus phase. For example, handing over the copy of thepacket to a vehicle which shares the
parking lot with the destination will get the message delivered faster and reliably.

This section derives the expected delay of fast spray and focus for the community-based mobility model.
As before, first we deriveE[Dcomm

fsf (m)]. Since flooding is used to spread the copies in the spray phase,
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E[Dcomm
fsf (m)] for m < L can be derived in a manner similar to the derivation ofE[Dcomm

epidemic(m)]. The next
lemma derives the value ofE[Dcomm

fsf (L)] which is the expected time it takes for the packet to get delivered to
the destination in the focus phase.
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andpfsf
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.

Now we derive the expected delay of fast spray and focus for the community based mobility model
(denoted byE[Dcomm

fsf ]) in terms ofE[Dcomm
fsf (m)].

Theorem 4.5 E[Dcomm
fsf ] =

∑L

i=1 pfsf
dest(i)

∑i

m=1 E[Dcomm
fsf (m)], wherepfsf

dest(i) =

{ 1
M−1 i < L
M−L
M−1 i = L

.

We now use the analysis presented in this section to validate the claims made in Section 3.7.3 through
a numerical example. We study how much performance gains are achieved by spray and focus over spray and
wait (for the community-based mobility model) both with and without contention in the network by plotting
the minimum value of the average number of transmissions it takes to achieve a given target expected
delay for both the schemes in Figure 19. We first find the minimum value ofL which achieves the given
target expected delay for both the schemes and then find the average number of transmissions which is equal
to
∑L

i=1 ipR
dest(i). (The minimum value ofL is computed using the analytical expressions derived in this sec-

tion. The value ofpR
dest(i) for both the schemes was derived in Theorems 4.4 and 4.5.) We observe that fast

spray and focus outperforms fast spray and wait even with contention inthe network, with gains being larger
with contention. SinceE[Mcomm,diff ] >> E[Mcomm,same], forwarding a copy to any node in the destina-
tion’s community in the focus phase significantly reduces the delay for the sameL without significantly increas-
ing the contention as it requires only one extra message per copy. Hence,fast spray and focus shows more per-
formance gains over fast spray and wait after incorporating contention.

5 Support for Multicasting

While there are safety applications that involve two vehicles only, for example, applications that prevent
accidents resulting from changing lanes when a vehicle is in the blind spot ofanother, the majority of safety
applications, or example, pre- and post-crash warnings, involve a largenumber of vehicles.

In such one-to-many communication scenarios it is important to avoid duplicate transmissions. To under-
stand what this means, consider a scenario where two vehicles01 and02 have a collision on a highway which
results in blocking a number of lanes. These vehicles would broadcast a warning message, that would be
received by vehicles close to the collision, say vehicles1i, i = 1, 2, 3, . . .. These vehicles, in turn, would
forward the warning message to vehicles further away from the collision, say vehicles2i, i = 1, 2, 3, . . .. A
duplicate transmission would result if0i would send two messages to1i , one for itself and one to be
forwarded to2i . A duplicate transmission would also result if2i would directly receive a second warning
message from0i once it is closer to the collision. Simple rules, translated into utility values for eachpotential
receiver can be used to suppress such duplicate transmissions.

To suppress duplicate transmissions, we use the following idea. Let01 and02 broadcast the message. Let
1i, i = 1, 2, 3 . . . receive this broadcast. Then amongst these nodes, only the nodes which are furthest away
from the origin of the message (in terms of distance) are allowed to re-broadcast. Let the set of nodes which
receive this next broadcast be denoted by2i. Again the same rule applies. Only nodes furthest away from the
origin are allowed to re-broadcast. Nodes which lie between the origin of themessage and the furthest away
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nodes do not transmit that message. This suppresses duplicate transmissions. The idea is similar to the EXOR
protocol [11].

The main challenge in the design of the protocol is to define a metric which reflects the distance from the
origin of the message. We could use a metric similar to the one used in [11], however, fast-moving vehicles
do not allow the collection of link losses. So, we experimented with the following idea. Each nodej which
receives a broadcast starts a random timer proportional to the received signal strength. Ifj receives the same
message from another node, then it imples that another node further awayalso received the same message.
So j cancels the timer. On the other hand, ifj does not receive any message before the timer expires, it
broadcasts the message. We found the protocol to suppress most duplicate messages while ensuring delivery
to all nodes.

6 Applications and Experiments

6.1 Evaluating Applications using Realistic Vehicle Mobility Models

In this section, we evaluated two safety applications in simulations either using thebinary spray and fo-
cus routing or the proposed multicasting algorithm. To evaluate these applications, we use realistic vehicle
mobility models. Note that the research community has used in the past a number ofunrealistic mobility
models. We used a better model, the so-called TVC model, to design and evaluaterouting schemes. However,
this model is still not realistic enough. In the absence of real ample data, we use synthetic mobility traces
generated using the following two mobility models.
Freeway mobility model [10]: This model emulates the behaviour of of vehicleson a freeway. In this model,
maps are used. There are several freeways on the map and each freeway has lanes in both directions. The
dierences between Random Waypoint and Freeway are the following: (a) Each mobile node is restricted to its
lane on the freeway. (b) The velocity of mobile node is temporally dependenton its previous velocity. (c) If
two mobile nodes on the same freeway lane are within the safety distance (SD),the velocity of the following
node cannot exceed the velocity of preceding node.

Due to the above relationships, the Freeway mobility pattern is expected to havespatial dependence
and high temporal dependence. It also imposes strict geographic restrictions on the node movement by not
allowing a node to change its lane.
Manhattan mobility model [10]: This model emulates the behaviour of vehicles onstreets defined by maps.
The map is composed of a number of horizontal and vertical streets. Each street has two lanes for each di-
rection (north and south direction for vertical streets, east and west for horizontal streets). The mobile node is
allowed to move along the grid of horizontal and vertical streets on the map. Atan intersection of a horizontal
and a vertical street, the mobile node can turn left, right or go straight. This choice is probabilistic: the prob-
ability of moving on the same street is 0.5, the probability of turning left is 0.25 andthe probability of turning
right is 0.25. The velocity of a mobile node at a time slot is dependent on its velocity at the previous time slot.
Also, a node’s velocity is restricted by the velocity of the node preceding it on the same lane of the street. The
inter-node and intra-node relationships involved are the same as in the Freeway model. Thus, the Manhattan
mobility model is also expected to have high spatial dependence and high temporal dependence. It too im-
poses geographic restrictions on node mobility. However, it diers from theFreeway model in giving a node some
freedom to change its direction.

We evaluate the following two applications with the Freeway mobility model and the Manhattan mobility
model.

• Post-crash Warning: Once an accident occurs, approaching vehicles should be warned to prevent
subsequent accidents, inform drivers to use alternate routes, etc. This is a standard multicasting sce-
nario, where the warning message should propagate to a large number of vehicles, using multi-hop
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paths formed by vehicles and possibly some roadside stations. We used the multicasting technique
described in Section 5 to distribute the warning message. The message includes the information of
the direction of travel in which collision occured and whether the collision occured on a surface street
or on a highway. If the collision is on a highway, message is propagated onlyin the reverse direction
while on a surface street, the message is propagated in all directions.

We used IEEE 802.11(b) protocol at the MAC layer in simulations, set the data rate to 11Mbps,
and assumed the message size to be128 bytes. We switched off RTS/CTS. We found that the message
spread throughout the network within a few seconds even without any roadside stations. Assuming
zero propagation delay for communication between different roadside stations, using them reduced the
delivery delay to less than couple of seconds.

• Pre-crash Warning: This application refers to a situation where a number of vehicles communicate to
each other to warn their drivers that there is high possibility of a collision. First, a two-way point to
point communication takes place between the two cars that might collide. Then, a warning message is
multicasted to a number of trailing vehicles.

To implement pre-crash warning, we use multicasting with a constant TTL valueof 6. So, the message
is not forwarded beyond6 hops. This avoids flooding the message to cars to whom the pre-crash
message is not intended. We again use IEEE 802.11(b) MAC, set the data rate to 11Mbps and assume
the message size to be64 bytes. The message size is smaller as the information to be delivered is less.
We observed that the message spread to all cars within6 hops within0.5s of its origination.

• SOS Services:In this application a vehicle is periodically broadcasting a SOS message. The objective
is to route this message to the nearest roadside station, which is then expectedto forward the message
to an emergency center, e.g. a police station. We use spray and focus routing scheme to forward this
message to the nearest roadside station. All roadside stations are assumedto be a common node, that
is the address of all roadside stations is the same. So, if a vehicle sees any roadside station, it updates its
utility function.

We again use IEEE 802.11(b) protocol without RTS/CTS, set the data rateto 11Mbps and assume the
message size to be64 bytes. The message size is smaller because the information to be delivered is
less. Expected delay was always less than10s even in a sparse network with very fast moving cars with
short contact durations.

• Curve Speed Warning:This application requires cooperation between vehicles and roadside stations.
The stations monitor the speed of the cars and inform the drivers if they areapproaching the curve
with too much speed. When the approaching speed is beyond some limit, the roadside stations sends a
warning message to the errant vehicle, and this message is then transformedto a pre-crash warning by
the errant vehicle and multicasted to all vehicles within6 hops.

The applications we study show the efficacy of the proposed routing schemes proposed in delivering
essential data within a reasonable time frame. Simulating and evaluating other safety applications is left as
future work.

6.2 Experiments

Simulations and analysis are very important tools in designing routing solutions.However, they both have
their limitations. Motivated by this, we decided to go beyond simulations and evaluate the spray and focus
routing scheme on an actual testbed. So, we acquired a number of ICOP eBox-3854 which are a mini-PC
running Click [30] and Linux 2.6.20. Each node is equipped with a Senao NMP-8602 wireless card running
the madwifi driver [3] and an omni-directional antenna. These wireless cards will be operated in IEEE
802.11(b) promiscuous mode in a manner similar to the simulations.
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We are currently in the process of implementing spray and focus over the click router. We also plan to talk
with the USC Transportation Office [7] to install these devices in their fleet oftrams and “campus cruisers”
that connect the two main campuses, and, in addition, cover any route insidea 10-mile radius around the two
main campuses.
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